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Upgraded Gauss and Lobatto Formulas 
with Error Estimation 
LEROY DERR. CIJRTIS OUTIAW. ANI) DIRAN SARAFYAN 
Recent generalizations of the Euler Maclaurin formula are used to produce 
upgraded Gauss and Lobatto formulas for numcrlcal integration: comparison of 
companion formulas provides error estimates. 1 IYXS Acadcmw Press. Inc 
The Euler Maclaurin formula, viewed as trapezoid rule with derivative 
corrections, was used in [ 1, 2, 3 J to derive analogous formulas for the most 
useful Newton Cotes formulas of open and closed type and for Gauss and 
Lobatto formulas. These generalizations improve the approximations given 
by the basic integration formulas by including the values of derivatives at 
the endpoints of the integration interval. They have two practical disadvan- 
tagcs: the derivatives which must be evaluated are of high order, and an 
easy run-time check of truncation error is not provided. In this paper some 
of these extended rules are combined to produce highly accurate hybrid 
quadrature formulas; in each case the formulas combined have an 
enclosure property which allows a simple run-time error estimate. The 
hybrid Lobatto formula uses a first derivative correction term. 
HYBRID GAUSS FOKMUIAS 
For the first triple of formulas, we combine Simpson’s rule with the two- 
point Gauss formula, each with a third derivative correction term, to 
obtain a hybrid formula with no correction and a higher order truncation 
error. The three formulas can be used to best advantage as follows: for a 
given subinterval of the integration interval, compute the approximations 
given by the uncorrected Simpson’s and two-point Gauss rules, then com- 
bine these in a weighted average to obtain the more accurate hybrid 
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approximation. Not only is the accuracy improved, but since Simpson’s 
and the two-point Gauss rules have truncation error terms of opposite 
signs, it follows that if the derivative which appears in their error terms 
does not change sign on the subintercul, then the approximations they give 
arc bounds for the exact integral over that subinterval. Hence comparison 
of these approximations with each other and with that given by the hybrid 
formula provides an easy error estimate which can be used to adjust the 
step size. 
Now we derive the first hybrid Gauss formula. The corrected Simpson 
formula [I ] is 
‘I) 
5) I(.r)dr=~[,~(*,,)+4/(r,)+,/(.Y,)]-~~.1~~~(.~-2)-.I”“(.Y(l)]+E(S), 
-’ \,I 
E6 is the periodic Bernoulli function. The corrected two-point Gauss for- 
mula [3] is (with r = I/V:‘5) 
G,: [‘)(.Y, dr = h[j‘(.Y, - cdl) +,/‘(s, + rh)] 
- t,, 
+-& [.f““(S>) -.f”‘(.u,,)] + E(G?), 
Combining these to eliminate the correction term (is+ +c,) yields the 
hybrid formula 
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where K(S) and K(G,) denote the coefficients of .f’“‘(.u” + hr) in E(S) and 
E(G,), respectively. We apply the work of Ferguson [4] to obtain the 
derivative form of the error term. The formula is exact for polynomials of 
degree not exceeding 5, so the incidence matrix may be written 
.f ./“ .1‘” .I’“’ .f (41 .I (5) 
-vu I 0 0 0 0 0 
X-d? I 0 0 0 0 0 
x I 1 I 0 0 0 0 , 
.Y, +!I& I 0 0 0 0 0 
-v2 I 0 0 0 0 0 
where the formula is taken to have a zero coellicient for/‘(.r,). This matrix 
satisfies the Polya condition, so the kernel K(S)+ 144K(G,) does not 
change sign. Hence the error term is 
(If the formula is used as a composite for k applications, then the error 
term is multiplied by k.) 
To see how the hybrid formula upgrades the Gauss two-point formula 
and replaces derivative corrections with values of the integrand, let S and 
G, denote the approximations given by the uncorrected Simpson’s and 
Gauss formulas, rcspcctivcly. Then S and Gz yield 
f (S- G2) =& [,/““(X2) -,/““(X”)] + 0(/r’). 
Comparing with G,, WC see that a linear combination of S and G, yields an 
0(/t’) approximation to the main part of the error in G2. Adding this com- 
bination to G, can be expected to significantly improve the approximation 
given by G2. Indeed, this improvement is just what the hybrid formula 
provides, for H, can be read as 
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This is an obvious improvement to the error term for G,, which is 
&t.‘“‘(g). 
We may exploit the enclosure property and the upgrading of GZ by using 
S, G,, and /I, in an adaptive procedure such as the following (for 
j,; f(x) du): 
(I ) Integrate over the first subinterval [o, .r2]. using a trial step size 
h < 0.8 with uncorrected Simpson’s and two-point Gauss rules (S and Gz), 
and form the weighted average (gS+ ;G,) for the hybrid approximation 
H,. Make sure that h Q (h - a)/2. 
(2) If S and Gz agree to the number of decimal places required for 
the final approximation to I;~‘(.Y) d.y, then accept H,, increase h to the 
least of 1.25h, 0.8, (h - .u,)/2, and proceed to the next subinterval. 
(3) If S and GZ disagree. but only in the last one or two of the 
required decimal places, then accept H, and proceed to the next subinter- 
val with h unchanged (here WC depend on the upgrading of Gz to H, 
explained above). 
(4) If S and G, disagree in more than the last two required decimal 
places, then replace h by 0.5h and recompute the approximations for the 
current subinterval. 
(5) It is recommended that each approximation be computed to at 
least three more decimal places than required for the final approximation 
as a guard against the buildup of round-off error. 
In the same manner, we combine the Newton Cotes five-point closed 
formula with lifth derivative correction [I ] 
F: i’hdr=~ [7f(s,,)+32f(.u,)+ 1?1‘(.~~)+3?~‘(.~~)+?71‘(.\-,)] 
- \I, 
- g [./“c’(.Y,) - p5’(.Y,,)] + E(F), 
with the corrected Gauss three-point formula [3]. 
G,: I”‘./‘(s) cl.\-=; [51’(.r,- Zrh)+ 81’(.u,)+~j’(.u,+ 2rh)] 
d \,, 
+ 2 [.f’YY.d -j”-“(.Y())] + E(G,), 
3 
Zi= J <, step size 2h, 
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in the combination ((24/49) F+ (25/49) G,) to eliminate the correction 
term. The resulting formula may be written 
i \.I 
Hz: j f(x) d.\- = 
VI 
& C168{f(.~,,)+/(x,)l 
+ 625{,f(.uz - 2rh) +./‘(.K, + 2rh)) 
+ 768(f‘(.r,) +.l‘(xj)} + 12881‘(xu,)] - g&p’le,. 
r = &. The error term is derived by Ferguson’s criteria [4]. The hybrid 
formula Hz is best applied in the manner explained above for the first 
case. uncorrected Newton-Cotcs and Gauss approximations (F and G,, 
respectively) are compared for error estimation (their error terms have 
opposite signs and involve the same derivative) and combined, (24/49) I;+ 
(25/49) G3, to yield the hybrid approximation H,. The adaptive procedure 
is recommended (with obvious minor modifications). The upgrading of G, 
to Hz and the replacement of derivative corrections is shown as follows: 
G,: yf(.K) tl.u = G, + 
- VII 
g [.r““(.K-j) -.f”‘(.r,,,] + E(G,). 
Thus 
+!(&G1,_‘6h” 7875 [.f’-“(S4) -f”‘(q)] + 0(/z’). 
and we have 
This contrasts with G3 (step size 2/r), whose error term is 
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HYBRID LOBATTO FORMULA 
For this hybrid formula, we first combine a composite trapezoid rule 
with first through seventh derivative corrections [ 1 ] 
7;: i”.fwK=~ ~.f(.~,~)+2j,f‘(.~,)+~(.~~)+.1.(.\-~)) +jkb] 
* 1,> 
J B,,P 
- c * [.j”?’ “(X.$) -,p “(X,,)] + E( 7-d) 
,?, (2r)! 
with a composite Simpson’s rule with third through seventh derivative 
corrections [I ] 
’ 
+c 
( 22’ - 4) B,,h” 
3( 2i)! 
T.P2’ “(X4) --.1“” “(X,,)] + E(S2) 
I 7 
and with the five-point Newton Cotes rule with lifth and seventh derivative 
corrections [ I] 
,- $4 
F,: ( 
-’ \I, 
.fbW=$ [7i,J‘(s,,)+.l‘(s,)‘i +32(l‘(x,)+I‘(.u,)) + 1~1‘(x2)] 
_ ,& (2” - 4)i,2;;;);6) BJ? 
x [f”’ ‘l(.r,) -j”2’ “(I-,,,] + E( F, ) 
in the combination 
;(fT”+$S,j+;F, 
to eliminate all but the first and seventh derivative corrections. The 
resulting formula may be written 
- g Lf’(xJ -f’(.%,l 
+ & U”‘Lb) -./““(XU)l + E(D). 
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Next, this formula is combined with the five-point Lobatto formula with 
seventh derivative correction [3] (x = fi. step size 2/z) 
r 1.l 
L,: ( .f(x)dx=& [s(.l‘(.r,~)+.f(.~~)j+49Il‘(x~-2rh)+,l‘(.r~+2rh)) 
” 10 
+ W/‘(.~Jl - & [f”‘(X4) -.P”h)l + E(457) 
in the combination ((8/15) D+(7/15) L,) to eliminate the seventh 
derivative correction. The resulting formula is 
- Y.4 
H,: J \” /w~=j-& C4795{J‘(x,) +.f(-~‘l); 
+ 7203{f(.r, - 2&z) +.f‘(xZ + 2rh)) 
+ 8192{/‘(x,) +.f(x3)) + 16320f(.uZ)] 
32h2 
- 945 U’bl) -f’(%)l + 22y2;;75 .Pw. 
The error term is derived by using Ferguson’s criteria [4]. 
By including corrections only through the fifth derivative for 74, S2, and 
F,, and by reconsidering the combined formulas, one may show that D 
may be modified to read 
C: dpWy=~ [217(.I(.rJ+f‘(.r,)) +512jJ‘(.y,)+.jLy,)) +432j‘(xz)] 
4h2 
- 63 c.f“(.Lt-.l“(-Y”)l +&.mr. 
It is this last formula which should be used with the uncorrected Lobatto 
formula (2 = &, step size 2h) 
L: j‘“.f(.W=& [9(./‘(.uo)+.f‘(x,)} +49{f‘(.u,-2rh)+j’(.u2+2rh)} 
- 10 
in the combination ((8jl5) C+ (7/15) L) which produces H,. Note that the 
error terms for C and L have opposite signs. 
These formulas may be used in an adaptive scheme if the additional 
evaluations of the derivative required for C are not too costly. If the for- 
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mulas are used as composites, the contributions from the derivative 
telescope so that the derivative need only be evaluated at the endpoints of 
the interval of integration. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE I. We approximate 
l=Joy” 0 I - .x2 
with an error e 6 IO I’, using the adaptive procedure explained above with 
the Simpson’s (S), Gauss two-point (G,) and hybrid (If,) formulas. The 
trial step size k = 0.2 was rejected and successively halved until h = 0.00625 
gave IO ‘?< IS-Czl 6 IO ‘I. The latter step size was used for 21 
applications: then the step sizes 0.003125. 0.0015625, 0.00078125 were used 
59. 59, 54 times. respectively, for a total of 193 applications. Table I gives 
the approximations obtained for the tirst and last use of each of these step 
sizes, as well as the accumulated values over [0,0.9]. Note that for each 
application the Simpson and Gauss approximations are barely within the 
10 ” tolerance set for them, but the hybrid approximation provides a 
significant improvement. 
'I‘ABLF I 
s 
0.0125006511052533 
0.0133787245907689 
0.0067244856544438 
0.0103229473173648 
0.0052122829252825 
0.0092648858195016 
0.0046854523875443 
0.0081634466474471 
1.4722194898774285 
G, HI I 
- ~- - -. .~.. 
h = 0.00625 .I-(, = O.O..... 0.25 
0.0125006511010121 0.0125006511027086 0.0125006511027086 
0.0133787245807785 0.0133787245847746 0.0133787245847746 
h = 0.003125 .so = 0.2625.0.625 
0.0067244856541134 0.0067244856542456 0.0067244856542456 
0.0103229473080459 0.0103229473117734 0.0103229473117734 
h=0.0015625 r,,=0.63125,0.8125 
0.0052122829249723 0.0052122829250964 0.0052122829250964 
0.0092648858101884 0.0092648858139137 0.0092648858139137 
h=OSMO78125 s,,=O.815625.0.8984375 
0.0046854523872342 0.00468545238735X2 0.0046854523873582 
0.0081634466412259 0.0081634466437143 OOOR1634466437143 
Accumulated values over LO,O.9] 
1.4722194893870836 1.4722194895832216 1.4722194895832202 
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The error here is (H, - 11 = 0.14 x 10 - 14. If these formulas are applied 
with a constant step size instead of with the adaptive procedure, it is 
necessary to use h = 0.0017578125 to achieve inferior accuracy, I H, - II = 
0.312 x IO “. However, this requires 256 applications, an increase of 33 o/o. 
EXAMPLE 2. We approximate the integral I of Example 1 using the 
adaptive procedure with Newton-Cotes five-point (F), Gauss three-point 
(G3) and hybrid (H,) formulas. The procedure applied these step sizes (the 
number of times each was used is given in parenthesis; whenever an 
increase occurs, the previous step size was multiplied by 1.25): 0.0125 (8) 
0.00625 ( I), 0.0078 I25 (6) 0.00390625 ( I), 0.0048828 125 (7). 
0.00244 140625 ( 1 ), 0.0030517578125 (6), 0.00152587890625 ( I ), 
0.0019073486328125 (6), 0.0000671386718750000325 (1). The total number 
of applications was thus 38, and the results were 
F G.? 
1.4722 194896234574 I .4722 194895446059 
H2 I 
1.4722 194895832270 1.4722194895832202. 
Hence IHz--/I=0.68xlO 14. If constant step size is used instead of the 
adaptive process, it is necessary to use h = 0.0035 15625 to achieve inferior 
accuracy: ) H, - II = 0.1130 x 10 I*. This requires 64 applications of the 
formulas instead of 38. 
EXAMPLE 3. WC apply the five-point Lobatto formula (L), its com- 
panion formula (C), and the hybrid formula (H,) to approximate the 
integral I of Example 1. The constant step size h = 0.003515625 was used 
for 64 applications; the results were 
c I* 
1.4722 194895829937 1.4722194895834783 
H3 I 
1.4722194895832198 1.4722194895832202. 
Hence I H,--II =0.034x 10 I’. This result is more accurate than that 
obtained by using the adaptive process with H, in Example 2, but note that 
the adaptive process only needed 38 applications instead of 64. However, 
as Example 2 states, if Hz is used with the constant step size used here, 
then the 64 applications produce a less accurate result, IH, - II = 
11.30 x 10 14, than the hybrid Lobatto yields. 
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A VARIATION 
It is tempting to combine Simpson’s rule with a composite trapezoid rule 
and the three-point Gauss rule, all with corrections, to obtain a highly 
accurate hybrid formula with only first derivative corrections. Unfor- 
tunately, the resulting formula has coellicients of different signs, and the 
kernel of the integral form of the error term changes sign, so that a con- 
venient derivative form for the error term is not readily available. However, 
we can vary the technique used above and obtain a combination which can 
be used as an error estimate for the Gauss three-point formula. First, com- 
bine a composite trapezoid with corrections [ I] 
- \ > 
Tz: ) 
* \,I 
j’(x) d-v =; [.f’(s,,) + 2f‘(x,) +f(.rr)] 
- ,$, gy C.P2’ “(x2) -I”‘- “(x0)] + E( T,) 
and Simpson’s rule with corrections [ 1 ] 
’ (2”-4) B,,h” +c 3( 2i)! C.P2 “(X*) -y2’ “(.%)I + E(S, ) I 2 
in the combination (+ Tz + f S,) to eliminate the third derivative correction 
and obtain 
J: 
+ & [.f“5’(s2) -j”s’(.ro)] + E(J). 
This formula may be used with the three-point Gauss formula to estimate 
the error in the latter. Writing the Gauss formula first as in C, above (but 
with step size h), we find that 
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=& Cf’5’(-~*)-.f’5’(10)l +; (E(J)-- QG,)) 
.P5’(x2) -I‘“‘(%J h’ _ 
15750 [ 2h 1 + O(h9) 
=&f”‘(C) + O(h’). 
Neglecting the O(h9) term, we have an approximation for the error for 
the uncorrected Gauss three-point formula. 
The advantage of our error estimation processes for the formulas in this 
paper may be appreciated by noting in the current literature the difficulty 
of obtaining error bounds for Gaussian quadrature. Chawla [S], Chawla 
and Jain [6,7], Kambo [8], Stenger [9], Von Sydow [lo], and more 
recently Chen [ 111 have contributed to the problem of finding estimates or 
bounds. While derivative-free bounds have been obtained, typical results 
still require the determination of a bound for the modulus of the integrand 
on an ellipse in the complex plane. For example, Chen [ 111 has the foilow- 
ing bound for E,(f), the error in n-point Gauss Legendre quadrature. 
Assume thatJ‘(z) is analytic in the closure of the ellipse E, whose foci are 
at I= + I and whose sum of semi-axes is r (r > I ). Then, given c > 0, there 
is an N(c) such that for nzN(s), the nth degree Legendre polynomial 
satisfies 
IP,(z)l2(r-c)” on E,. 
If nz N(c), then 
IE,(.f)l 5 (n/2) KM(r)( I - c/r) ” r ‘“, 
where 
K= L(E,)/n(r-r ‘). 
M(r) = y; If(- 
and L(E,) is the length of the ellipse. 
While quadrature formulas may be derived by other methods than ours 
and are implied by certain abstract formulations of quadrature rules, we 
have explicitly presented the averaging formulas likely to be most impor- 
tant for applications, with the most practical form for the error terms. 
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